ART. 7]
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
the experiment just described K~ =|; taking /3=5-67, 0=981 (see Vol. i. Art. 11),
we find K= -
' 47ra/3    1543 x 104 '
If therefore the attracting masses are measured in grammes and the distances in centimetres, the expression for F with this value of K gives the attraction in dynes.
Let m be the mass, measured in grammes, of a particle which produces by its attraction at the distance of one centimetre a unit of acceleration. Then m is the astronomical unit of mass. The formula /=/cm/r2 gives l=/cm, .•.m=1543xl04 grammes.
Let F be the force measured in dynes which one astronomical unit of mass exerts on another at the distance of one centimetre. The formula F—Kmm']r2 gives F=!/K since m=m' and ra/c=l. The force F is 1543 x 104 dynes.
4. To find the value of K when the units of space and time are the foot and the second, and those of mass and force are the pound and the poundal. Since the weight of a cubic foot of water is the same as that of 7=6! pounds nearly, the mass m of a sphere of water of the same size as the earth is f iraPy, where the radius a is measured
If we take a =20926000 feet
in feet.
By the experiment just described       =    .
this gives «=
If therefore the attracting masses are measured in pounds and the distances in feet, the expression for F with this value of K gives the attraction in poundals.
The astronomical unit of mass, when the foot and the second are the units of space and time, is 93 x 107 pounds and the astronomical unit of force is 93 x 107 poundals. A poundal is roughly equal to the weight of half an ounce. See Vol. i. Art. 11.
5.    Dimensions of K and m.   When the unit of mass is arbitrarily chosen the attraction F of a particle of mass m on a particle of equal mass is F=Km2l?'2.    It follows- that the dimensions of K are the same as PL V~2 or L V"1*"2 where F, L, p, t stand for force, length, mass, and time.   When the factor K is omitted the dimensions of astronomical mass include those of K and become the same as those of IJLK& or, which is the same thing, F-L or L%}J*t~l.   This also follows at once from the formula F=m2lr*.   These dimensions are the same as those of the electrostatic measure of electricity.    See Maxwell's Electricity, Arts. 41, 42.
6.    Ex. 1.   Prove that the mass of the particle which at the distance of one centimetre from a particle of equal mass attracts it with the force of one dyne is 3928 grammes.   Everett's Units and Physical Constants.
Ex. 2. Show that a cubic foot of water, collected into a particle, attracts an equal particle placed at the distance of one foot with a force equal to the weight of l/(8 x 106) pounds.
; -7. Law of the direct distance. There are other laws besides that of the inverse square which may govern the attraction of bodies in special cases. Some of these will be mentioned as we proceed. But the most useful is that in which the attraction
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